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reactions from his own past activities, and will patiently
accept and discharge them. He knows that when his
debts are fully paid, these duties will drop away from him
leaving him free for higher w^ork, and that meanwhile they
have some lessons to teach him which it is incumbent upon
him to learn in order to become a more efficient helper.
Q. If one particular action be done- with different
motives, does not the motive affect the result?
Ans. Every force works on its own plane. From
physical agony inflicted results physical agony endured,
and motive does not mitigate the result just as the pain
of a burn is not mitigated because the injury was sustained
in saving a child from fire. Motive is a mental or astral
force, according as it arises from will or desire, and it
reacts on mental and moral character or on the desire-
nature severally. A person may be born deformed, but
with a gentle and patient character, showing that he had
worked in his past life with a good motive intellectually
misdirected, like a vivisector or an inquisitor. But the
causing of physical happiness or unhappiness is a physical
force and must work out on the physical plane.
Three men may contribute to presenting a free
hospital or school to a town from different motives—the first
from a purely philanthropic motive, the second from mere
ostentation or from a selfish desire to get a title, and the
third from mixed motives. Each man's physical action
brings relief to the suffering or knowledge to the ignorant,
irrespective of the different motives, so all the three contri-
butors will receive equally comfortable physical environ-
ments next life, but their motives will severally affect their
characters in their future incarnations for improvement or
degradation. Moreover, the use which each man makes of
bis wealth and the happiness which he derives therefrom
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